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Weather conditions did not prevent large audiences from flocking to Al-Shaheed Park theatre to attend a concert within the Arab Youth Festival organized by LOYAC’s Academy
for Performance Arts (LAPA) for artist, Abdul Aziz Al-Wees last Sunday. Accompanies by the Arts Group band, Al-Wees sang many of his most favored songs that highly
appealed to the audience. 

LAPA organizes Arab Youth
Festival at Al-Shaheed Park

ACK, KSCC sign 
agreement for
joint research

ABB Engineering Technologies Co (KSCC) (ABB)
and the Australian College of Kuwait (ACK) signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on March

12, 2019 to collaborate and cooperate on science and
technology research, leveraging expertise from automa-
tion major ABB and nurturing talent from privately-owned
ACK.

As part of the MOU, which will be applied in accor-
dance with the laws and regulations of the State of Kuwait,
ABB and ACK will jointly develop projects and trainings
aimed at providing advanced technical support and serv-
ices to industries in Kuwait and throughout the Middle
East region. The non-legally-binding agreement will pro-
mote the mutual exchange of personnel, facilities and
equipment, and relevant information.

ABB Kuwait has been integral to the development of
infrastructure in the state of Kuwait since 1956, today we
are proud to support the continued generation and trans-
mission of electricity, assist in providing abundant drinking
water, power the new hospitals, bridges and airports and
provide the technology to ensure Kuwait remains one of
the leading producers of oil and gas in the world with the
adoption of digital. 

Through internships at ABB or its subsidiaries, ACK
students will have the opportunity to get field experience.
Dean of the School of Engineering at the Australian
College of Kuwait, Dr Mohammad Abdul Niby expressed
his appreciation for this move and said that this MOU
defines the guidelines for a strong cooperation with ABB
which will come with benefits for both parties in several
aspects such as research, exchange of expertise, consulta-
tions, etc. He added that several collaboration plans are
already in mind and the near future will witness the effec-
tiveness of this relation. 

College faculty will also participate in ABB projects
and in technical support studies for the industry. Tareq
Khalil- Country Sales Directory for Automation-
expressed his belief that this partnership will be beneficial,
both to the local ABB organization and the university
especially in the avenue of knowledge exchange especially
as we are in the dawn of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

The MOU was signed by the President of ACK, Prof Isam
Zabalawi and Paul Dennis Country CEO and will remain in
effect until further notice.

ABB (ABBN: SIX Swiss Ex) is a pioneering technology
leader in power grids, electrification products, industrial
automation and robotics and motion, serving customers in
utilities, industry and transport & infrastructure globally.
Continuing a history of innovation spanning more than 130
years, ABB today is writing the future of industrial digitali-
zation with two clear value propositions: bringing electric-
ity from any power plant to any plug and automating
industries from natural resources to finished products. As
title partner in ABB Formula E, the fully electric interna-
tional FIA motorsport class, ABB is pushing the bound-
aries of e-mobility to contribute to a sustainable future.
ABB operates in more than 100 countries with about
147,000 employees. 

Established in 2004, ACK is one of the first private uni-
versities in Kuwait.  The College offers world-class higher
education on home ground through international learning
partnerships. Courses of study are available at diploma
and bachelor degree levels and in specializations within
Engineering, Business, Aviation and Maritime studies.

ACK offers a personalized approach to learning where
each student has an academic advisor who is available for
scholastic and career guidance. At the same time, ACK
places importance on the overall College experience and
accordingly a wide range of sporting and club activities
are available so that students can pursue their hobbies and
interests with others and establish lifelong friendships.

CBK receives 
students from 
Al-Raja’ school

Within its 8th Ya Zeen Turathna cam-
paign, the Commercial Bank of Kuwait
(CBK) recently received students from

Al-Raja’ school for girls; one of the special edu-
cation schools, so that the students could explore
Kuwaiti heritage, traditions and some of our
ancestors lifestyles. 

In this regard, CBK’s deputy director for cor-
poral communication, Amani Al-Wer’a stressed
that the visit highlights CBK’s care for people
with special needs as an integral part of the com-
munity. She added that the visit included showing
an educational documentary about Kuwaiti tradi-
tions and old Kuwaiti terminology in addition to
holding a number of competitions. 

Al-Wer’a added that craftsman, Jamal Al-Ali
also held a special workshop during which both
students and their teachers took part in making a
miniature of an old Kuwaiti house which was gift-
ed to the school administration in the end along
with an encyclopedia about old Kuwaiti dialect. 

Within its social responsibility activities, Kuwait
Airways Corporation (KAC) recently organized a
visit for students from Um Amer Secondary

School for girls to its headquarters and exhibition where the
students explored KAC history since inception, developing

its fleets, the Iraqi invasion period and the present.  In this
regard, KAC’s PR and media manager, Fayez Al-Enezi said
that such enlightening visits are significant for students, espe-
cially on celebrating KAC’s 65th anniversary as Kuwait’s
national carrier. Al-Enezi added that such visits break the

daily routine and traditional learning techniques in a way that
helps learners explore and discover their talents and passions
at an early age. On concluding the visit, the students took
memorial photos with KAC’s first plane; Kazema and were
briefed about various plane types and crew uniforms. 

GUST hosts lecture 
on World Nuclear 
Developments

Gulf University for Science and Technology’s (GUST)
Global Studies Center (GSC) hosted a lecture on its
campus led by Benoit Pelopidas, Junior Chair of

Excellence in Security Studies at Sciences Po in Paris. The
lecture was under the headline “Scoping Future Nuclear
Worlds.” Pelopidas is also an affiliate of the Center for
International Security and Cooperation (CISAC) at
Stanford University, and is a visiting fellow with Princeton
University’s Program on Science and Global Security and
the Princeton Institute for International and Regional
Studies.  He shed light on a number of topics including the
issue of the common policy approach of “managing a sta-
ble nuclear world,” and highlighted the changes it is blind
to. He also presented a strong case on why upcoming
developments would probably surprise the general public,
and then went on to use archival material and cutting-
edge research to analyze how the boundaries of possible
nuclear futures are decided. 

Pelopidas focused on the construction of confidence in
the validity, acceptability, and sufficiency of the existing
knowledge about nuclear weapons, and their ethical and
political implications. Empirically, his focus is on nuclear
“close calls” and French nuclear history. He edited a vol-
ume on the experience of the so called ‘Cuban missile cri-
sis’ and the lessons learned from it. His latest essay on self-
censorship in nuclear security studies will be published in
the Journal of Global Security Studies.

Director of the Global Studies Center, Dr Fahad Al-
Sumait, said, “All too often in this part of the world, we
sometimes feel disconnected from some of the realities
and dangers facing countries in other corners of the globe.
I hope that after this discussion, those who attended will
begin to think more critically, and walk away more aware
of geopolitical changes happening around us.” 

With this lecture, GUST continues to build on its mis-
sion to become a knowledge-hub that benefits and
engages students, academics, and the wider community in
Kuwait. Previous events hosted by the GSC include a dis-
cussion to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the liber-
ation of Kuwait from Iraqi occupation, sponsored by the
US Embassy in Kuwait; a lecture by Dr Peter Sluglett, an
expert on Middle Eastern history and Director of the
Middle East Institute at NUS, entitled: “An Improvement
on Colonialism? The ‘A’ Mandates and their Legacy in the
Middle East”; and one by Dr Daniel Brumberg, the Kuwait
program visiting professor at the Paris School of
International Affairs, on US-Arab Relations in a Time of
Crisis. 

Indonesian Embassy in
Kuwait holds general 
election in Kuwait

The Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia is pleased
to announce that the Government of the Republic of
Indonesia will hold 2019 General Election both in

Indonesia and abroad on April 2019. Election polling sta-
tions in Kuwait will open on April 12, 2019 from 8 am to 6

pm at the Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia, Daiya
block 1, building no. 2, Rashed bin Ahmed Al Roumy
Street.

The Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia invites all
Indonesian expatriates in Kuwait, particularly those
already registered in the Electoral Roll (the list of voters),
to cast their votes at the polling stations. Casting votes at
drop box points will be held on April 9, 2019 only with
pre-registration and special arrangements.

The Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia kindly
requests favorable cooperation of employers, both individ-
ual and corporate:
1. To inform Indonesian employees of the Indonesian

Election date, time and venue, as mentioned above
2. To grant permission to Indonesian employees to use

their right to vote at the polling stations or drop box
points, as guaranteed by the 1945 Indonesian
Constitution

3. To lend original passports to Indonesian employees
because the original passports are required to be
shown at the polling stations and drop box points.

Daiya Block 1, Building No. 2, Rashed bin Ahmed Al
Roumi Street, Kuwait City, Kuwait

Phone no. +965 22531021, 22531025/ Fax no. +965
22531024, email: kuwait.kbri@kemlu.go.id

NOTICE

TIES cordially invites to another session of our
series about some prophets and messengers
of Allah (SWT) on March 28, 2019 at 7 pm, in

which we will continue to learn more about Prophets
Musa and Haroun (AS). In this class, we will explore
how Musa (AS) began a discussion with Pharaoh
and answered all his questions, supported with mira-
cles, and how Pharaoh reacted. We will see what
Pharaoh eventually suggested to end their debate
about Allah’s existence and the duty to worship Him
alone. We will then discuss some signs that are
indicative of Allah’s existence and how to prove
Allah’s existence to an atheist. We will also examine
how Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) reacted to the
Makkans’ request to regulate prices when they rose,
connecting that to Musa’s story. Finally, we will dis-
cuss briefly the meaning of jihad and the best type
of jihad, eliciting many practical lessons from Musa’s
encounter with Pharaoh.

Um Amer Secondary School for girls visits KAC 


